
Hagus represents over 100 years of experience & experti-
se in automotive mirrors and mirror accessories. Millions 
of mirrors have been produced meeting the high quality 
standarts of the Solingen (Germany) factory.

Since 2007 Van Wezel Autoparts is the sole owner of this 
brand and decided to continue the high quality criteria of 
Hagus and its mirrors. Currently Van Wezel Autoparts sells 
over 500.000 automotive mirrors, mirror glasses, mirror 
covers and other mirror parts per year.

Hagus also represents a full range of caravan mirrors. In 
many countries, the names „Huckepack“ and „Sekundo“, 
are the best known brands by all caravan users. They fully 
represent the Hagus philosophy:
high quality combined with highest possible road safety!

One thing is sure: the initial brand logo quote „Hagus - 
Sicher Fahren seit 1910“ (Hagus - Drive Safe Since 1910) is 
still for 100% valid!

Testing
All Hagus mirrors are extensively tested on multiple cri-
teria. The optical tests ensure the color, shape and the 
electrical contacts, followed by a detailed check of the 
used materials.
These tests guarantee that all Hagus products are safe and 
reliable!

Mirrors are becoming more and more complex so also a 
function test of the indicators, the motors, the fold-in func-
tion and the temperature sensors are executed.
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Mirrors at OEM standards

Material test

Visual test

Function test
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Hagus product range

Hagus: diff erentiation through quality

Hagus mirrors are equipped 
with a strong metal surface     
signifi cantly more solid than 
the fragile plastic surface used 
by alternative aftermarket pro-
ducts.

Sustainability and stability 
due to the use of screws for the 
inside reinforcement of the Ha-
gus mirror.

Aftermarket

A strong folding mechanism 
to OEM standards assures 
optimal functioning even at 
situations where the aftermar-
ket alternative would break or 
crash.

a strong brand from


